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Emergent OnLine’s Best Practice Processes for 
Building a Windows Terminal Services Server 

(and Citrix MetaFrame) 
 

************** 
Version 1.0  

************** 
 
Server Installation Guidelines: 
 
1. Install win2K Server. In the case of Compaq or Dell servers, perform an assisted 

installation using the accompanying CD (i.e., Compaq SmartStart or Dell 
ServerAssistant). 

 
2. Install the Terminal Services component (Application Server mode) following the 

completion of the Win2K server installation. Set the permission compatibility 
level to “Permissions compatible with Windows 2000 Users”. If, during the 
testing phase, you experience difficulty executing certain (legacy) applications, 
you may want to loosen the permission compatibility level by setting it to 
“Permissions compatible with Terminal Server 4.0 Users” to determine if the 
problem is permissions-related. 

 
3. Before joining a Windows NT 4.0 domain, you should prevent any existing 

domain-wide policy from applying to Terminal Server sessions and modifying the 
Terminal Server’s HKLM. Later on, you should create a Terminal Server-specific 
policy, one that applies only when users logon to the Terminal Server, with all the 
relevant security lockdowns and application settings.  

 
To disable policy updates: 

 
Subkey: HKLMSystem\CurrentControlSet\Control\Update 
Value: RemoteUpdate 
Value Type: REG_DWORD 
ValueData: 0 

 
Also, see item #34 further down. 

 
4. In an Active Directory domain, Terminal Services Licensing must be installed on 

a Windows 2000 domain controller. 
 

5. Install Service Pack 2 (or higher). 
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6. Install MDAC 2.6 SP2 or higher. 
 

7. Install MetaFrame XP and optionally remap the server drives. Carefully choose 
unused drive letters by thoroughly examining all existing logon scripts for drive 
mapping statements (in Windows logon scripts, look for “Net Use” statements. In 
Novell login scripts, look for “Map” and “Map Root” statements. Also, in VB 
KIX scripts, look for drive mapping statements conforming to the respective 
scripting language’s syntax). 

 
8. Install MetaFrame XPe components (i.e., Resource Manager, Installation 

Manager). 
 

9. Install the latest MetaFrame XP service pack + hot fixes. 
 

10. If MS Office 97, 2000, or XP is one of the intended apps, install it (along with any 
service packs) first. 

 
11. Upgrade IE to version 5.5 SP2 or later. 

 
12. Install the latest critical updates + security roll-up packages. 

 
13. Install additional line-of-business applications. 

 
14. Determine the drive letter to be used for the RootDrive variable. This drive letter 

CAN be the same as the one used to specify the home drive in the home directory 
or Terminal Services home directory field (see figure 1) as long as one of the 
following two conditions are met: 

 
a) The Terminal Services server is Win2K. In this case, 

\\Server\Home$\%UserName% (figure 1) will be rooted at the %UserName% 
level. 

 
b) The Terminal Services server is WTS 4.0 and the home directory assignment is 

such that each user’s home directory is shared (see figure 2). Please note that in 
large environments, it is impractical to share every home directory. 

 

 
Figure 1. Terminal services home directory rooted at 
the %UserName% level in Win2K WTS environments.  
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Figure 1. Terminal services home directory rooted at  
the %UserName% level regardless of the Terminal  
Services version. 

 
If either condition (a) or (b) is met, the following  section of UsrLogon.Cmd 
MUST be remarked out: 
 
Net Use %RootDrive% /D >NUL: 2>&1 
Subst %RootDrive% "%HomeDrive%%HomePath%" 
if ERRORLEVEL 1 goto SubstErr 
goto AfterSubst 
:SubstErr 
Subst %RootDrive% /d >NUL: 2>&1 
Subst %RootDrive% "%HomeDrive%%HomePath%" 
:AfterSubst 

 
Note: The above guideline eliminates the need for an extra drive letter by 
“rooting” the home directory assignment at the %UserName% level. The 
RootDrive variable is necessary for the proper execution of many compatibility 
scripts and associated applications. Furthermore, it should map to a user-specific 
storage area such as, by default, the user’s home directory. 

 
15. The following two statements in UsrLogon.Cmd can be remarked out as long as 

no shell folder-reliant compatibility script is in effect: 
 

Call "%SystemRoot%\Application Compatibility Scripts\SetPaths.Cmd" 
If "%_SETPATHS%" == "FAIL" Goto Done 

 
The compatibility scripts are: 

 
• Lotus SmartSuite 97 
• MS Office 95 
• MS Office 97 
• MS Outlook 98  
• MS Project 95 
• MS Project 98 
• MS Visio 5.0 
• MS Visual Studio 6.0 
• MS Word 97 
• NetScape Communicator 4.0 
• Any custom-written script dependant on one of the shell folders outlined at the 

beginning of SetPaths.Cmd.   
 

The “If "%_SETPATHS%" == "FAIL" Goto Done” statement suggests that if one 
of the shell folder assignments is incorrect, the entire compatibility script 
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execution mechanism collapses and, consequently, no script will execute. As 
such, stabilizing the user shell folders is of paramount importance. 
 
Note: when suspecting that compatibility scripts aren’t executing, insert the 
following two lines before the “If "%_SETPATHS%" == "FAIL" statement: 
 
Echo %_SETPATHS 
Pause 

 
If FAIL is echoed, then at least one of the shell folders is missing or isn’t getting 
set properly. There are two types of shell folders: User Shell Folders and All 
Users Shell Folders (machine-wide). The ones of importance here are: 
 
COMMON_START_MENU (i.e., C:\Documents and Settings\All Users\Start Menu) 
COMMON_STARTUP (i.e., C:\Documents and Settings\All Users\Start Menu\Programs \Startup) 
COMMON_PROGRAMS (i.e., C:\Documents and Settings\All Users\Start Menu\Programs) 
USER_START_MENU (i.e., C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Start Menu) 
USER_STARTUP (i.e., C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Start Menu\Programs \StartUp) 
USER_PROGRAMS (i.e., C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Start Menu\Programs) 
MY_DOCUMENTS (i.e., My Documents) 
TEMPLATES (i.e., Templates) 
APP_DATA (i.e., Application Data) 
 

To further complicate matters, some compatibility scripts assume that 
MY_DOCUMENTS, TEMPLATES, and APP_DATA reside either under 
%USERPROFILE% or %ROOTDRIVE% (i.e., examine NetCom40.Cmd or 
Visio5.Cmd for instances of APP_DATA).  This assumption isn’t always true if 
one or more shell folders are being redirected via a system policy (or GPO). As 
such, if folder redirection is implemented and one or more of the shell folder-
reliant scripts are in effect, those scripts must be modified to reflect the true 
location of the relevant shell folders. For example, if NetCom40.Cmd references 
"%UserProfile%\%App_Data% and App_Data has been redirected to, say, the 
user’s home Windows directory, then the script must be modified accordingly 
(i.e., "%RootDrive%\Windows\%App_Data%). 

 
16. Execute all relevant application compatibility scripts (i.e., MS Office 97, Corel 

Office, etc.) Please note that some apps require that you custom-write  
compatibility scripts for fine-tuning their behavior in a Terminal Server 
environment.  Refer to the following Microsoft TechNet white paper to learn 
more about application compatibility scripts: 

 
Using and Developing Applications Compatibility Scripts with Windows NT 
Server 4.0, Terminal Server Edition 
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General System Optimization: 
 

17. Set initial and maximum page file sizes to 1.5 to 2.5 x RAM and relocate it to a 
dedicated NTFS volume. 

 
18. Increase the registry size: set it to an initial value of 100, but monitor it during 

peak hours and increase it if necessary. 
 

19. Optionally, enable system auditing. 
 

20. Set system, security, and application event log sizes to 2,048 and “overwrite 
events as needed.”  

 
21. Hard-code NIC (and switch port) settings (i.e., 100/FULL). 

 
22. Rename Syncapp.exe to Syncapp.bak. 

 
23. Disable unnecessary services such as Alerter, Distributed File System, Distributed 

Transaction Coordinator, IPSEC Policy Agent, as well as unused Compaq-
installed services (verify with customer). 

 
24. Fine-tune foreground time slices:  
 

W2K: Control Panel > System > Advanced > Performance Options > Application 
Response > Background Services 
 
WTS: Control Panel > System > Performance > None 

 
25. Configure the Server service to “Maximize data throughput for network 

applications.” 
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Terminal Server/MetaFrame-Specific Optimization: 
 
26. Disable unnecessary virtual channels in the properties of the ICA-TCP (or other 

protocol) listener. Specifically, disable Client Audio, COM port, and LPT port 
mappings if not needed. 

 
27. Optionally, disable the ICA client auto-update feature. Non-admin users cannot 

successfully complete the client update unless they possess admin-level privileges 
to the client PC (i.e., NT 4.0 Workstation, W2K Professional, WinXP).    

 
28. Enable MetaFrame’s SuperCache feature. This may already be enabled depending 

on the version of MetaFrame and the installed service pack (check Citrix’s 
knowledge base for platform-specific instructions on how to enable SuperCache. 
For example,  to enable SuperCache under MetaFrame 1.8, use KeySync 
ICAThinwireFlags /Enable:2. For MetaFrame XP, use TWCONFIG to configure 
various performance-enhancing and bandwidth-saving settings). 

 
29. Optionally, delete the RDP-TCP listener (ICA-only environment). 

 
30. ICA Browser Recommendations: 

 
ü Avoid ICA gateways when possible. 
ü Cripple the ICA Browser's ability to communicate over IPX and NetBIOS 

unless client connections are IPX- or NetBIOS-based). 
ü Reduce the "Master ICA Browser Refresh Interval (seconds)" to 

approximately 300. 
ü Implement a dedicated Master ICA Browser (potentially, a dual-role server: 

Master ICA Browser + NFuse. Do not remap server drives or install 
applications. 

 
31. In MF XP environments: 

 
ü Interoperability mode is an INTERIM mode that should be exclusively 

reserved for 1.8-to-XP migration scenarios. 
ü If possible, use TCP/IP + HTTP for farm browsing and disable the setting 

"Data collectors respond to ICA Client broadcast messages". Otherwise, keep 
it enabled but recommend a migration to the TCP/IP + HTTP protocol to 
eliminate all bandwidth-taxing UDP broadcasts.  In pure NFuse and CSG 
environments, this setting can definitely be disabled since clients need not 
auto-locate the data collector. 

ü If possible, do not create listeners on UDP, IPX, and NetBIOS networks.  
ü If possible, turn off the setting “RAS servers respond to ICA client broadcast 

messages” unless RAS is installed on the MetaFrame server for dial-up 
purposes and: 

 
a) The client protocol in use is TCP/IP (as opposed to TCP/IP + HTTP).  
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b) The “Address List” under “Server Location…” is set to the default of 
“(Auto-Locate)”. 

 
ü Turn off “Use local time of ICA Clients” if per-user time zones are not 

required or if a 3rd-party per-user time zone product (i.e., EOL Time Zones) is 
in use. 

ü Configure only one server to be the “Most Preferred” zone Data Collector. Set 
at least one other server to “Preferred”, and the remaining servers to “Default 
Preference” or “Not Preferred”, based on their application-serving roles and 
projected loads. 

ü Dedicate a server to the role of zone Data Collector (potentially, a multi-role 
server: Data Collector + Data Store + NFuse. Do not remap server drives. Do 
not install and publish line-of-business applications on this server). 

 
32. Implement roaming profiles on a robust, highly available, file server (also, NAS 

or SAN), and take advantage of existing or custom-created system environment 
variables: %LOGONSERVER%, %SERVERNAME%, %TSVER%. Potentially, 
users can be assigned multiple roaming profiles through the use of system 
environment variables. A scenario where this could be useful is in mixed 
WTS/W2K environments where users must have 2 platform-specific profiles, or 
in geographically disparate farms where users must have farm- or location-
specific profiles.  

 
Example: 
 
To implement platform-specific profiles:  
 

a) Create an environment variable called TSVER on each Terminal Server 
reflecting its platform version (i.e., TSVER= WTS or TSVER = W2K). 

b) Create two folders on the designated profiles server (file server), namely, 
PROFWTS and PROFW2K, and share them as PROFWTS$ and 
PROFW2K$, respectively. 

c) Implement roaming profiles as shown in figure 3 below. 
 

 
Figure 3. Platform-specific profile assignment  

 
33. If publishing Explorer.exe is required for purpose of file system navigation in a 

published application environment, make a copy of it and call it Explorer2.exe.  
Specifically, publish “Explorer2 /e, /root, %homedrive%%homepath%” to 
exclusively display the user’s home directory. 

 
34. Implement system policies and group policy objects in NT 4.0 domain and Active 

Directory environments, respectively. Enforce general environment and 
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application-specific settings (i.e., WINNT.ADM, COMMON.ADM, 
SYSTEM.ADM, WORD9.ADM, EXCEL9.ADM, and other available templates.) 

 
How to Apply Group Policy Objects to Terminal Services Servers (Q260370) 

 
35. In roaming profile environments, re-direct data-bearing user shell folders to the 

users’ home directory. This will significantly reduce the size of the user’s profile 
and speed up logons and logoffs. Potential redirection candidates are (see figure 
4): 

 
a) Application Data.   
      Redirect to: %HomeDrive%%Homepath%\Windows\Application Data 
 
b) Personal (My Documents). Redirect to: 

Redirect to: %HomeDrive%%Homepath%\My Documents 
 

c) Cookies. 
Redirect to: %HomeDrive%%Homepath%\Windows\Cookies 
 

d) Favorites.   
Redirect to: %HomeDrive%%Homepath%\Windows\Favorites 
 

e) History.   
Redirect to: %HomeDrive%%Homepath%\Windows\Application Data 

 

 
Figure 4. Shell folder redirection by way of a custom  
policy. The same goal can be accomplished using a  
GPO in an Active Directory environment 
 

Note: when the home directory is rooted at the %UserName% level, redirect the 
shell folders to %HomeDrive% (as opposed to %HomeDrive%%HomePath%). 
OtherWise, the shell folders will be redirected to an invalid path entailing two 
backslashes (since, in this case, %HomePath% is simply a backslash).    
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36. Prevent users from installing incompatible print drivers. To perform this step, 
pre-install all required print drivers on the Terminal Server and implement the 
registry settings outlined below to set the trusted drivers path:  

Create or modify the LoadTrustedDrivers value in the following registry key:  

******************************************************** 

Subkey: HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\System\CurrentControlSet\Control\ 
             Print\ Providers\LanMan Print Services\Servers 
 
Value: LoadTrustedDrivers = 1  

Value Type: REG_DWORD 

******************************************************** 

Subkey: HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\System\CurrentControlSet\Control\   
             Print\Providers\LanMan Print Services\servers 
 
Value: TrustedDriverPath = "windir\system32\spool\drivers\w32x86" 

(Note: substitute windir for the actual value, i.e., M:\Winnt)  

Value Type: REG_SZ 

******************************************************** 

Subkey: HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\System\CurrentControlSet   
             \Control\Print\Providers\LanMan Print Services\Servers 
 
Value: AddPrinterDrivers = 0 

(Note: this value prevents any print driver, compatible or otherwise, 
from getting installed, and by any user, regardless of security 
privilege) 

Value Type: REG_DWORD
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Security Considerations: 

 
37. Authorize access to published applications on a per-group basis. 
 
38. Create a group called “Terminal Services Users” or “MetaFrame Users” and only 

add the intended Terminal Server/MetaFrame users to it. Grant this group the 
right to “Log on locally” in the local security policy of the server. Also, grant this 
group the “User Access” permission to the listener and remove the EVERYONE, 
GUESTS, and USERS groups from the access control list. 

 
39. Configure the ICA-TCP listener to “Only run published applications.” For 

administrative purposes, create one “Admin Desktop” published application (i.e., 
Admin Desktop Server1, Admin Desktop Server2, etc). 

 
40. Create a “Terminal Services Admins” or “MetaFrame Admins” group and only 

add the intended Terminal Server/MetaFrame administrators to it. Managing the 
Terminal Server/MetaFrame farm should be entrusted to a few qualified IT 
managers, not necessarily every IT staff member who happens to have 
administrator-level rights. 

 
41. Remove the “Domain Admins” group from the local “Administrators” group of 

every Terminal Server and add the “Terminal Services Admins” or “MetaFrame 
Admins” instead. 

 
42. Cripple the local Administrator account. 

 
43. Lock down the file system as follows: 

 

          Suggested File System Permissions 

     

Modify NTFS permissions as outlined below. Be very 
careful while performing these steps; Any mistake may 
cause one or more apps to misbehave. 

            
Administrators (local): Full Control 
System: Full Control 
Terminal Server Users: List 
Do not replace permissions on subdirectories 

%SystemDrive% 

Do not replace permissions on existing files 
      

Administrators (local): Full Control %SystemDrive%\*.* 
(only the files) System: Full Control 

      
Administrators (local): Full Control 
System: Full Control 

%SystemRoot% 

Terminal Server Users: Read + Execute 
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 Replace permissions on subdirectories and files (child 
objects) 

      
Administrators (local): Full Control 
System: Full Control 
Terminal Server Users: Change 
Do not replace permissions on subdirectories 

%SystemDrive%\Temp 
(WTS only) 

Do not replace permissions on existing files 
      

Administrators (local): Full Control 
System: Full Control 
Terminal Server Users: Read + Execute 
Do not replace permissions on subdirectories 
Do not replace permissions on existing files 

%SystemDrive%\ Program 
Files 

Note: Some applications may require that RW or higher 
permissions be set on one or more files in this directory, or 
possibly the entire directory. For example, refer to Microsoft 
KB article Q176012 for an issue related to Office 97. 

      
Administrators (local): Full Control 
System: Full Control 
Terminal Server Users: Add & Read 
Do not replace permissions on subdirectories 

%SystemRoot%\ Profiles 
(or %SystemDrive%\ 

Documents and Settings) 

Do not replace permissions on existing files 
      

Administrators (local): Full Control 
System: Full Control 
Terminal Server Users: Read 
Replace permissions on subdirectories 

%SystemRoot%\ 
Profiles\Default User 
(or %SystemDrive%\ 

Documents and 
Settings\Default User) 

Replace permissions on existing files 
      

Administrators (local): Full Control 
System: Full Control 
Terminal Server Users: Read 
Replace permissions on subdirectories 

%SystemRoot%\ Profiles\All 
Users 

(or %SystemDrive%\ 
Documents and Settings\All 

Users) 
Replace permissions on existing files 

      
Administrators (local): Full Control 
System: Full Control 
Replace permissions on subdirectories 

%SystemRoot%\ 
Profiles\Administrator 
(or %SystemDrive%\ 

Documents and 
Settings\Administrator) 

Replace permissions on existing files 

      
Administrators (local): Full Control 
System: Full Control 
Replace permissions on subdirectories 

%SystemRoot%\Repair 

Replace permissions on existing files 
      

Administrators (local): Full Control 
System: Full Control 

%SystemRoot%\Config 

Replace permissions on subdirectories 
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 Replace permissions on existing files 
      

Administrators (local): Full Control 
System: Full Control 

%SystemRoot%\System32\ 
Spool\Printers 

Terminal Server Users: Read + Write 
      

Other partitions Other partitions such as those dedicated to installing 
applications should generally be set as shown below, 
unless one or more applications require that higher 
permissions be granted. For instance, if R: is designated to 
be the "Apps" partition, set permissions as follows, 
assuming that all apps are installed under R:\Apps: 

      
Administrators: Full Control 
System: Full Control 
Terminal Server Users: List 

R:\ 

Do not replace permissions on subdirectories 
      

Administrators: Full Control 
System: Full Control 
Terminal Server Users: Read + Execute 

R:\Apps 

Replace permissions on files subdirectories (child objects) 
      
A finer level of granularity:  
      

Administrators: Full Control 
System: Full Control 
Microsoft Office Users: Read + Execute 
Replace permissions on subdirectories 

R:\Apps\Microsoft Office 

Replace permissions on existing files 
      

Administrators: Full Control 
System: Full Control 
SomeOtherApp Users: Read + Execute 
Replace permissions on subdirectories 

R:\Apps\ SomeOtherApp 

Replace permissions on existing files 
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Scripting: 
 

44. Scripting is the Terminal Server administrator’s most potent weapon. The ability 
to query session- and user-specific information is crucial to the successful fine-
tuning of applications in a Terminal Server environment. Such information can 
be: 

 
a) User name 
b) User’s group memberships 
c) User home directory 
d) User Shell folders 
e) Logon domain 
f) Terminal server name 
g) Terminal server platform (WTS or W2K) 
h) Session name 
i) Session ID 
j) ICA client build number 
k) User’s running processes 

 
Moreover, the ability to copy, delete, and create files and folders, as well as 
manipulating ini files and registry entries during the logon phase is just as 
important. As such, VBScript is the scripting language of choice to easily perform 
the above tasks. In conjunction with VBScript, take advantage of ADSI (Active 
Directory Services Interface), MFCOM (the MetaFrame Scriptable COM), and 
EOLWTSCOM (Emergent OnLine’s scriptable COM with 50 Terminal Server 
API, MetaFrame API, and Windows Networking API functions. Download from 
http://www.99point9.com).   

 
45. Re-associate the .reg file type with the command: regedit.exe - s "%1", as 

opposed to the default command: regedit.exe "%1". This will allow you to import 
.reg files via command scripts even if the "Disable Registry Editing Tools" policy 
is enabled. 

 
46. Analyze existing logon scripts and bypass sections you deem unnecessary in a 

Terminal Services environment (i.e., asset management tools and other processes 
that tend to impede the logon process). This can be achieved by configuring a 
system environment variable on all Terminal Servers (i.e., TS_PLATFORM = 
TRUE). Wrap unnecessary sections of login scripts in IF-GOTO or IF-END 
(Novell NetWare) statements. 
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Example: 
 
Original script contains Line 1 through Line X which we want to bypass when 
logging on to WTS: 
 
********************* 
Line 1 
Line 2 
. 
. 
line X 
********************* 
 
To bypass in WINNT/W2K logon scripts: 
 
********************* 
If "%TS_PLATFORM%" == "TRUE" Goto SkipSection1 
REM Line 1 through Line X will only execute if TS_PLATFORM environment 
variable is NOT TRUE 
Line 1 
Line 2 
. 
. 
line X 
:SkipSection1 
********************* 
 
To bypass in Novell NetWare login scripts: 
 
********************* 
IF "%TS_PLATFORM" <> "TRUE" THEN 
REM Line 1 through Line X will only execute if TS_PLATFORM environment 
variable is NOT TRUE 
Line 1 
Line 2 
. 
. 
 
line X 
END 
********************* 

 
Note: You should definitely use this method to prevent the home directory from getting 
mapped via a logon script in a Terminal Services environment where it is strongly 
recommended that the home directory be specified in the user’s account properties (User 
Manager for Domains or Active Directory Users and Computers). This applies regardless 
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of whether the home directories are stored on a Windows NT/2000 or NetWare server. If 
no home directory assignment is made to the user’s account properties, the Terminal 
Services session assumes that the user’s home directory is his/her local profile. Thus, the 
RootDrive variable will get mapped to the local profile and, consequently, some 
compatibility scripts (i.e., Office 97 and others) will copy user-specific files to it. 
Moreover, the user’s home Windows directory will automatically get created in the local 
profile where application-specific settings such as ini files normally reside. Consequently, 
deleting a corrupt profile will ultimately result in the loss of user-specific data. 
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Microsoft Outlook Profile Generation 
 

1. There are two separate utilities that can be used to create an Outlook 98 or 2000 
profile, namely, NEWPROF.EXE and MODPROF.EXE.  NEWPROF.EXE can 
normally be found in the Office 97 installation directory or in 
%SystemDrive%\Common Files\System\Mapi\1033\NT.  MODPROF.EXE is a 
superset of NEWPROF.EXE in that it also allows you to modify an existing 
profile, not just create a new one. 

2. Which tool you use (NEWPROF or MODPROF) depends on the version/release 
of the Microsoft Exchange server itself.  (Please search 
http://www.microsoft.com/technet using the keywords: NEWPROF, MODPROF, 
or PROFGEN. You will be inundated with valuable information).  

3. Download MODIFYPROFILE.EXE from the Office 2000 Resource Kit site.  
Install MODPROF.EXE in a directory of your choice. I normally install it under 
%SystemDrive%\Program Files\MODPROF. It includes an rtf (rich text format) 
file, MODPROFREADME.RTF, which can be opened with Word.  Read it in its 
entirety to learn about its usage (PRF file structure and MODPROF’s command 
line switches). 

4. PROFILES.EXE, available from the Office 97 Resource Kit site is the Office 97 
equivalent of MODIFYPROFILE.EXE. Once installed to, say, 
%SystemDrive%\Program Files\ORK97\Outlook\Profiles, you should read 
PROFILES.DOC for usage information. You will notice that both 
MODPROF.EXE and NEWPROF.EXE are a lot similar in the way you use them.  

5. Both MODPROF.EXE and NEWPROF.EXE create the MAPI profile by reading 
a .PRF file (i.e., "R:\Apps\ModProf\MODPROF" -P 
R:\Apps\ModProf\Outlook.Prf).  

6. Outlook.Prf can be renamed to anything you want, as long as it contains the 
required service definitions. 

 
Note: MODPROF CAN be used with Outlook 98.
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Example: 
 
Rather than relying on each user to manually create his/her MAPI profile (via Control 
Panel > Mail), the ACME Company would like to automate the creation of its Terminal 
Server users’ MAPI profiles during first-time logon. The company’s Exchange system 
consists of 3 servers: MCMAIL01, MCMAIL02, MCMAIL03.  Moreover, ACME wants 
the name of each user’s profile to be “My Outlook Profile”. 
 
Solution: 
 
Copy Default.Prf to the directory where MODPROF or NEWPROF was installed (i.e., 
R:\Apps\MODPROF, %SystemDrive%\Program Files\MODPROF) or to 
%SystemRoot%\Application Compatibility Scripts\Logon. You may, if you wish, rename 
it to an arbitrary name such as Outlook.Prf or Acme.Prf. The sections that must be 
modified are: 
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Section 1: 
 
[General] 
ProfileName=My Outlook Profile  
DefaultProfile=Yes 
OverwriteProfile=No 
DefaultStore=Service2 
 
Note: 
 

1. The 1st line specifies the name of the profile to be created/modified 
2. The 2nd line makes this profile the default in case multiple profiles exist 
3. The 3rd line overwrites any profile that may exist by the same name 
4. The 4th line specifies that Service2 (MS Exchange, see the Service2 definition in 

the PRF file)  as the default mail store 
 
 
Section 2: 
 
[Service List] 
Service1=Microsoft Outlook Client 
Service2=Microsoft Exchange Server 
Service3=Outlook Address Book 
Service4=Dialup Networking 
Service5=Personal Folders 
Service6=Personal Address Book 
 
Note: The above section defines the services recognizable by NEWPROF and 
MODPROF. In a networked environment featuring Terminal Services servers and 
Exchange Servers, the first three services are of importance. The attributes of each 
service are defined further down in the PRF file, in separate service-specific sections as 
follows: 
 
 
Section 3: 
 
[Service1] 
; No settings configured. 
 
Note: The “Microsoft Outlook Client” service does not require any specific settings 
 
[Service2] 
ConversionProhibited=TRUE 
HomeServer=MCMAIL03 
MailBoxName=%UserName% 
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Note: Substitute the name of ANY Exchange server (in the site) for “HomeServer”, 
regardless of which server hosts the user’s mailbox. The actual user’s “HomeServer” will 
be automatically determined and the profile will get created properly.  Also, specify 
%UserName% for “MailBoxName” and the %UserName% variable will resolve to the 
actual user account name when MODPROF or NEWPROF executes. 
 
[Service3] 
Ben=TRUE 
; -- Dummy property.  Do not delete or modify. 
 
Note: Yes, it is a dummy property that shouldn’t be messed with.  
 
[Service4] 
DialConnection=FALSE 
 
Note: Don’t need to dial up to the Exchange server since it resides on the local network. 
 
[Service5] 
PathToPersonalFolders=K:\Data\Exchange\%UserName%.pst 
 
[Service6] 
PathToPersonalAddressBook=K:\Data\Exchange\%UserName%.pab 
ViewOrder=1 
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Next, you can automate the profile creation as follows: 
 

1. Copy the customized Outlook.Prf to the directory where MODPROF or 
NEWPROF was installed (i.e., R:\Apps\MODPROF, %SystemDrive%\Program 
Files\MODPROF) or to %SystemRoot%\Application Compatibility 
Scripts\Logon.  

 
2. Create a script called OutlookUsr.Cmd and save it in %SystemRoot%\Application 

Compatibility Scripts\Logon. This file should contain a single command line 
similar to: 

 
R:\Apps\ModProf\MODPROF" -P “%SystemRoot%\Application Compatibility 
Scripts\Logon\Outlook.Prf” 

 
3. Edit or create USRLOGN1.CMD in %SystemRoot%\System32 and add the 

following line to it: 
 

Call OutlookUsr.Cmd 
 
4. Log on as an actual user and launch Microsoft Outlook. 
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Outlook 2002 
 
NEWPROF and MODPROF are not compatible with Office XP.  In order to automate the 
MAPI profile generation, use Notepad to create the following VB script calling it 
OutlookUsr.VBS: 
 
Dim oShell, oProcEnv, strDefaultProfile, strPRFPath 
 
On Error Resume Next 
 
Set oShell = CreateObject("Wscript.Shell") 
Set oProcEnv = oShell.Environment("PROCESS") 
 
strDefaultProfile = UCase(oShell.RegRead("HKCU\Software\Microsoft\Windows 
NT\CurrentVersion\Windows Messaging Subsystem\Profiles\DefaultProfile")) 
If Not strDefaultProfile = “My Default Profile” then 
   strPRFPath = oProcEnv("SYSTEMROOT") & "\Application Compatibility 
   Scripts\Logon\Outlook.Prf" 
   oShell.RegDelete "HKCU\Software\Microsoft\Office\10.0\Outlook\Setup\First-Run" 
   oShell.RegWrite "HKCU\Software\Microsoft\Office\10.0\Outlook\Setup\ImportPRF", strPRFPath 
End if 
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Additional Information: 
 

1. A company by the name of IMANAMI (formerly, Haaverson) has a Profile 
Generation utility called “OProfile” that the company licenses on a per-user basis. 
During my research and study of the Outlook profile generation topic, I 
downloaded the product and requested a trial license number. The product turned 
out to be nothing but a wizard that customizes the .PRF for you, and then 
automates the execution of NEWPROF or MODPROF via a logon script. I 
suggest that you use it in trial mode to generate the PRF file, and then open the 
PRF file with Notepad to learn how your responses to the wizard impacted the 
file. You can then automate the generation of MAPI profiles using MODPROF, 
NEWPROF, or the VB script (Outlook 2002), along with the .PRF file that the 
wizard generated (delete the Imanami-specific section). I suggest that you try this 
once as an exercise, and then re-use the PRF file for all future installations. 

 
2. Multiple versions of NEWPROF exist which aren’t all necessarily compatible 

with the revision of Exchange 5.5. To date, we have encountered two versions, 
one is 37KB in size, while the other, 50KB. The 37KB version doesn’t seem to 
resolve the %UserName% variable referenced the PRF file, and, depending on the 
revision of the Exchange 5.5 server, you might not be able to use the 50KB 
version.  In this case, the MailBoxName key in the [Service2] section of the PRF 
file must be dynamically written before NEWPROF is executed.  Also, it is 
recommended that the PRF file be instanciated (copied to each user’s home 
Windows directory) before the MailBoxName key is modified. As such, the 
OutlookUsr.Cmd script should be as follows: 

 
If exist “%RootDrive%\Windows\Outlook.Prf” Goto SkipProfGen 
Copy “%SystemRoot%\Application Compatibility Scripts\Logon\Outlook.Prf” 
“%RootDrive%\Windows\Outlook.Prf” >Nul: 2>&1 
..\ACINIUPD /e “%RootDrive%\Windows\Outlook.Prf” “Service2” “MailBoxName” 
“%UserName%” 
R:\Apps\ModProf\MODPROF -P “%RootDrive%\Windows\Outlook.Prf” 
SkipProfGen: 

 
For information on the ACINIUPD utility, please refer to the Microsoft TechNet 
article entitled “Using and Developing Applications Compatibility Scripts with 
Windows NT Server 4.0, Terminal Server Edition”. 
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Step-By-Step Procedure for Mass-Producing (Cloning)  
WTS and MetaFrame Servers 

 
Introduction: 
 
This document outlines the necessary steps to be performed in order to successfully 
mass-produce server clones using a production-level server image. The following 
assumptions are made here: 
 

1. All servers are identical or have near-identical configurations. 
2. All servers host the same RAID array controller. 
3. Source and target arrays are of type RAID 1. 
4. All disk drives have identical storage capacities. 
5. All disk drives are interchangeable (Ultra SCSI 2 or 3) and from the same 

manufacturer. 
 
It is further assumed that Server1 is the source server (server image) and Server2 is the 
prospective target (clone). 
 
Preparing the Source Server (Server1): 
 

1. Invoke the Citrix Published Application Manager and temporarily remove 
Server1 from ALL existing published applications. 

2. Power down Server1. 
3. Unplug either Drive 0 (or 1) from its bay. Accordingly, label it with a 0 or a 1. 
4. Replace the unplugged drive with another drive of identical make and model. The 

rebuild process will start shortly thereafter. The drive doesn’t have to be blank. 
5. Re-invoke the Citrix Published Application Manager and add back Server1 to the 

previously edited published applications. 
6. Store the unplugged drive (from step 2) in a safe place.  

 
Preparing the Target Server (Server2): 
 
IMPORTANT!!! DO NOT PLUG THE DRIVE FROM STEP 2 ABOVE INTO 
SERVER2 YET. 
 

1. Boot up using the Compaq SmartStart CD and go through the normal server 
preparation procedure (i.e., SmartStart configuration wizard). This includes locale 
settings, RAID 1 partitioning, etc.  

2. Upon completion of step 1, power off Server2 and unplug both drives. 
3. Ensure that Server2 is NOT connected to the LAN. 
4. Plug the drive from Server1 into either slot 0 or 1, depending on which slot it was 

originally unplugged from (see label or drive). 
5. Power on the server. 
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6. You will receive an on-screen message notifying you that the logical drive (RAID 
partition) is in critical state due to a drive malfunction. Simply press F2 to fail the 
drive. Next, press F1 to continue with the Operating system boot-up process. 

7. Log on locally to the server as Administrator. 
8. Disjoin the server from the domain and temporarily join a dummy workgroup 

(i.e., Workgroup = WG).  
9. Change the server name to a unique name. 
10. If applicable, execute CPQNTAC.EXE from Start > Run and dissolve the Cisco 

Fast EtherChannel Team. 
11. Remove any invalid NICs. This step is only necessary if Server1 and Server2 are 

of different models (for example, if Server1 is a Proliant 5500 and Server2 is a 
DL580, or vice versa). You will easily be able to identify this if you notice the 
presence of more than 2 NICs. 

12. Reboot the server.  
13. Upon successful reboot, log on locally and go to Control Panel > Network > 

Adapters (figure 1). At this point, you will not see any other adapter (i.e., Cisco 
Fast EtherChannel Team) besides the physically present NICs. 

14. Highlight any one of the 2 Compaq NICs and click on the “Properties” button. 
This will invoke the Network Teaming and Configuration Utility (figure 2). 

15. Highlight both NICs and click on the “Team” button. 
16. Choose “Load Balancing” and “Cisco Fast EtherChannel”. 
17. Click “OK” and then “Close”. This will invoke the Microsoft TCP/IP properties 

windows (figure 4). 
18. Assign the correct IP address, subnet mask and gateway to the Cisco Fast 

EtherChannel adapter. There should not be any other adapter in the dropdown box 
except for this adapter. 

19. Configure WINS and DNS addresses and click “OK” twice. You will be 
prompted to reboot. 

20. Upon successful reboot, log on locally and join the appropriate domain. You will 
be prompted to reboot again. 

 
Congratulations!!! You will need to remove all existing Citrix license numbers and add 
and activate new ones. Moreover, you will need to join the farm and add the new server 
to the appropriate load-balanced applications. If EOL THINssentials tools are in use, they 
will require re-licensing. 
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Figure 1. Configuring NIC properties. 
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Figure 2. Network Teaming and Configuration Utility. 
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Figure 3. Configuring the Team properties. 
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Figure 4. Microsoft TCP/IP properties. 
 
 
Other Server Brands: 
 
Because the procedure outlined above exploits the redundancy benefits invariably offered 
by any RAID-1 capable hardware, it should work regardless of server make and model. 
Usually, the RAID controller ships with RAID manager software that you must install in 
order to initiate the rebuild process. Please insure that this software is installed and 
properly functioning prior to performing the above steps. In some cases, if the drive is not 
blank, it must be wiped out (or initialized) prior to starting the rebuild process. 
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Four Ways to Effect Registry Changes at Logon 
 
Exercising control over the performance and behavior of applications is of paramount 
concern in a Terminal Services environment. Often times, detail-oriented administrators 
seek to optimize the end-user's server-based environment by enforcing per-user settings 
in several different ways. Generally, in the case of 32-bit applications (and the Windows 
Explorer shell), these settings are stored in the user's registry hive, namely, 
HKEY_CURRENT_USER. Often times, to ensure a predictable and repeatable user 
experience, administrators effect such registry changes at logon using one of the 
automated mechanisms outlined below. Hundreds of well-known settings exist and are 
generally classified as either shell-specific (Explorer.exe) or application-specific (Office, 
Internet Explorer, PeopleSoft, etc). As an example, consider the following setting: 
 
Sub-key: HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Microsoft\Internet Explorer\Main 
Value name: Force Offscreen Composition 
Value data: 1 
Value type: REG_DWORD 
Purpose: When using Internet Explorer in a Terminal Services session to view a Web 
page that contains animated content, the animated content may flicker. Setting “Force 
Offscreen Composition” to 1 resolves the issue. 
 
Below are four methods that you can exploit to write this value (or any other desirable 
value) to the user's registry at logon: 
 
Method #1 
 
1. Using REGEDIT, navigate to the aforementioned sub-key and export it to a file. Edit 
the file using Notepad and remove references to all other values that might have gotten 
exported in the process. The final file should look as follows: 
 

Windows Registry Editor Version 5.00 
 
[HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Microsoft\Internet Explorer\Main] 
"Force Offscreen Composition"=dword:00000001 

 
Save the file with a .Reg extension in the %SystemRoot%\Application Compatibility 
Scripts\Logon directory (i.e., IESettings.Reg). Also, in the same directory, create a 
command script (i.e., IEUsr.Cmd) containing the following command: 
 

REGEDIT –s IESettings.Reg 
 
The –s switch instructs REGEDIT to “silently” import the registry file without prompting 
the user for confirmation.  Finally, add the following statement to 
%SystemRoot%\System32\Usrlogn1.cmd: 
 

Call IEUsr.Cmd 
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Interestingly, when a domain policy is in effect that prevents users from executing 
registry editing tools, you can re-associate the .Reg file type with Regedit.exe –s (as 
opposed to just Regedit.exe).  In this case, the command script must call the registry file 
directly as follows, without any explicit references to REGEDIT: 
 

Call IESettings.Reg 
 
The file type re-association will cause the registry file to get imported silently. 
 
 
Method #2 
 
This method is similar to the above-described one, but makes use of REGINI as opposed 
to REGEDIT.  To illustrate, create a text file called IESettings.Ini using Notepad. The file 
should look as follows: 
 

HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Microsoft\Internet Explorer\Main 
          Force Offscreen Composition = REG_DWORD 1  

 
Similarly to method #1, save the file under %SystemRoot%\Application Compatibility 
Scripts\Logon and create a command script (i.e., IEUsr.Cmd) containing the following 
command: 
 

REGINI IESettings.Ini 
 
Finally, add the following statement to %SystemRoot%\System32\Usrlogn1.cmd: 
 

Call IEUsr.Cmd 
 
 
Method #3 
 
This method makes use of the Windows Script Host and VBScript to achieve the same 
goal. In the %SystemRoot%\Application Compatibility Scripts\Logon directory, simply 
create a text file called IEUsr.VBS as follows: 
 

Dim oShell 
 
Set oShell = CreateObject("Wscript.Shell") 
oShell.RegWrite "HKCU\Software\Microsoft\Internet Explorer\Main\Force 
Offscreen Composition", 1, "REG_DWORD"  

 
Finally, add the following statement to %SystemRoot%\System32\Usrlogn1.cmd: 
 

Call IEUsr.Vbs 
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Method #4 
 
This method makes use of a system policy (or Group Policy Objects). Simply copy the 
below text into Notepad and save the file with a .Adm extension to the 
%SystemRoot%\Inf directory (i.e., IESettings.Adm): 
 

CLASS USER 
 
CATEGORY !!TemplateDescription 
     KEYNAME "Software\Microsoft\Internet Explorer\Main" 
   POLICY !!DisableFlickering 
        VALUENAME "Force Offscreen Composition" 
   END POLICY 
END CATEGORY 
 
[Strings] 
TemplateDescription="EOL's IE Optimization Settings"  
DisableFlickering="Prevent IE Flickering under WTS" 

 
Import this policy template using POLEDIT (NT 4.0 domain) or add it to the list of 
Administrative Templates under a new or existing Group Policy (Active Directory 
Domain). Finally, enable the “Force Offscreen Composition” setting. 
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HKLM Registry Tweaks 
 
 
Prevent network drive mappings from auto-disconnecting: 
 
Subkey: HKLM\System\CurrentControlSet\Services\LanmanServer\Parameters 
Value: AutoDisconnect = 0xffffffff (REG_DWORD) 
 
 
Improve the performance of MS-DOS applications: 
 
Subkey: HKLM\System\CurrentControlSet\Services\LanmanServer\Parameters 
Value: CachedOpenLimit = 0 (REG_DWORD) 
Value: EnableOplocks = 0 (REG_DWORD) 
Value: AutoDisconnect = 0xffffffff (REG_DWORD) 
 
 
Disable the POSIX or OS/2 subsystems: 
 
Subkey: HKLM\System\CurrentControlSet\Control\Session Manager\SubSystems 
Delete value: Posix 
Delete value: Os2 
 
 
Disable printer beep:  
 
Subkey: HKLM\CurrentControlSet\Control\Print.  
Value: BeepEnabled = 0 (REG_DWORD) 
 
 
Disable the printer notification window: 
 
Subkey: HKLM\System\CurrentControlSet\Control\Print\Providers 
Value: NetPopup = 0 (REG_DWORD).  
 
 
Increase number of idle winstations: 
 
Subkey: HKLM\System\CurrentControlSet\Control\Terminal Server 
Value: IdleWinstationPoolCount = 4 (REG_DWORD) 
 
 
Automatically dispatch hard error popups (Q128642): 
 
Subkey: HKLM\System\CurrentControlSet\Control\Windows 
Value: ErrorMode = 2 (REG_DWORD) 
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Fine-tune the TCP/IP stack for WAN delays (Q120642, Q158474, Q170359): 
 
Subkey: HKLM\System\CurrentControlSet\Services\TCPIP\Parameters 
Value: TcpMaxDataRetransmissions = 0xa (REG_DWORD) 
Value: KeepAliveTime = 0x0000ea60 (REG_DWORD) 
Value: KeepAliveInterval = 0x000003e8 (REG_DWORD) 
 
Subkey: HKLM\System\CurrentControlSet\Control\Citrix 
Value: ICAEnableKeepAlive = 1 (REG_DWORD) 
Value: ICAKeepAliveInterval =  0x000003e8 (REG_DWORD) 
 
 
Prevent the kernel from paging its executive system drivers: 
 
Subkey: HKLM\System\CurrentControlSet\Control\Session Manager\Memory Management 
Value: DisablePagingExecutive: 0x1 REG_DWORD 
 
 
Prevent the system from spawning the debugger: 
 
Subkey: HKLM\Software\Microsoft\Windows NT\CurrentVersion\AeDebug 
Value: Debugger =  (clear it out) (REG_SZ) 
 
 
Remove unwanted shell NameSpace extensions: 
 
HKLM\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Explorer\Desktop\NameSpace                                   
HKLM\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Explorer\MyComputer\NameSpace 
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HKCU Registry Tweaks 

 
 
Hide unnecessary drive letters (i.e., page file volume and CDROM): 
 
Subkey: HKCU\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Policies\Explorer 
NoDrives = (calculate value as shown below) REG_DWORD 
 
Example:  
 
In order to obtain the desired “NoDrives” value, 
 
1. Place 1’s underneath the drive letters that you wish to hide. 
 
Z Y X W V U T S R Q P O N M L K J I H G F E D C B A 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
 
2. Launch the Windows Calculator (CALC.EXE) and set it to “scientific mode”. 
3. Click on the “Bin” (binary) radio button. 
4. Copy the binary string 00000000000100000000000001 and paste it into the Calculator.  
5. Click on the “Dec” (decimal) radio button to convert the binary string into decimal. 
6. Copy the decimal number and paste it into the above-mentioned registry value. 
 
Note #1: ensure that the radix is set to decimal upon pasting the value.  
 
Note #2: Be careful what drives you opt to hide. Some applications won’t be able to 
access hidden drives and will behave as if those drives do not exist at all. This is common 
with some MS-DOS apps (i.e., FoxPro, Clipper). The recommendation is to hide non-
application-related drives such as the floppy and CD-ROM drives. As far as the server 
drives are concerned (i.e. system drive, dedicated apps partition), please lock them down 
by tightening the associated NTFS permissions. Do not set the permissions too tight as to 
prevent the apps from executing. Finally, a Windows 2000 policy setting exists to prevent 
users from accessing select drives without the need to hide them. 
 
 
Fine-tune desktop performance, hung app behavior, and bandwidth consumption: 
 
Subkey: HKCU\Control Panel\Desktop 
 
Value: AutoEndTasks = 1 (REG_SZ, seconds) 
Description: Automatically end hung applications 
 
Value: WaitToKillAppTimeout = 20000 (REG_SZ, milliseconds) 
Description: The length of time that Windows waits before deciding that an app isn’t 
responding. 
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Value: MenuShowDelay = 10 (REG_SZ, milliseconds) 
Description: Adjust the popup speed of the Start menu items. 
 
Value: CursorBlinkRate = -1 (REG_SZ) 
Description: Elapsed time between each blink. -1 = disabled (WTS only). On W2K 
systems, the minimum value is 1200 (milliseconds).  
 
Value: SmoothScroll = 0 (REG_SZ) 
Description: Disable Internet Explorer’s smooth scrolling. 
 
Value: DragFullWindows = 0 (REG_SZ) 
  
 
Minimize graphics use to reduce bandwidth requirements: 
 
Subkey: HKCU\Control Panel\Desktop\WindowMetrics 
Value: MinAnimate = 1 (REG_SZ) 
Description: Eliminate the animated rectangles that provide a “zooming” effect when 
windows are opened and closed. 
 
 
Eliminate screen flickering with Internet Explorer 5.5 and 6.0: 
 
Procedure: upgrade to IE 5.5 + SP1, IE 5.5 + SP2, or IE 6.0.  Install the latest security 
updates. Finally, apply the following registry change: 
 
Subkey: HKCU\Software\Microsoft\Internet Explorer\Main 
Value: Force Offscreen Composition = 1 (REG_DWORD) 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Note:  
 
The HKCU-based registry tweaks discussed here (and others) can be enforced through 
the use of a system policy. However, this requires that a custom policy template be built 
to include all these tweaks. ULTRA.ADM is one such template; it can be downloaded 
from http://thethin.net. Administrators can further customize ULTRA.ADM to include 
some of the other items discussed here which it doesn’t include.  
 
The other method of enforcing these settings is by creating a .reg file (REGEDIT format) 
or .ini file (REGINI format). A command script, callable from USRLOGN1.CMD, can 
then be used to import either the .reg or .ini file using REGEDIT or REGINI, 
respectively. In the case of REGEDIT, import the .reg file using REGEDIT –s 
filename.reg. the –s switch imports the file silently into the HKCU hive without 
prompting the user for confirmation. In cases where a policy is in effect that prevents the 
use of registry editing tools, REGEDIT will still work. However, the .reg file type must 
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be re-associated with the command “REGEDIT –s %1” as opposed to the default 
command “REGEDIT %1”.  Furthermore, the script must make a direct call to the .reg 
file (i.e., Call filename.reg). To re-associate the .reg file type, modify the following 
registry value and reboot: 
 
Subkey: HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT\CLSID\regedit\shell\open\command 
Value: <No Name> = regedit.exe -s %1 
 
Finally, shell scripting (i.e., VBScript) is another viable alternative for writing these 
registry tweaks to HKCU.  
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